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The Editor’s Page
Dear Friends

It gives me great pleasure to present the Tenth Edition of Sharad Sambhar, The Cyberabad
Bangali Association Souvenir 2018.

Incubating a greenfield event is a difficult task for the fear of unknown and the nascent trust
within the team, but once it gets going, the motivation is reinforced from the appreciation
and camaraderie built over the process. However it is not so easy as it seems to keep
performing year on year, building scale and reputation and very few teams have been able to
sustain the tempo. We are happy to say that The Cyberabad Bangali Association (CBA) has
sustained and continued to provide fun, fervor and festivities over a decade to its members,
patrons, sponsors and the devotees of Ma Durga. We also derive great satisfaction from the
fact that in spite of scaling up, we have maintained the Durga Puja as a family event where
the volunteers, the devotees and the members can all spend a week soaking in the
atmosphere of devotion, energy, culture and friendship.

Any successful event has the sweat and toil of men and women behind it. We have been

extremely fortunate to have a wonderful team of committee members, volunteers, patrons
and their families. I wish to also thank the Narenn Gardens Management and Support staff
and the Security forces as well who have supported the event with logistical support.

We will come back next year with an even better experience. Asche Bochhor Abar Hobe!
Thank You CBA members, Patrons and Sponsors! Your support means the world to us!

Take Care
Surojeet Sengupta

সম্পাদকীয়

স্বাতী গুহ

President’s Message
Dear Friends
Celebration of Durgapuja leaves enduring memories in the hearts of the Bengalis. It is my pleasure to
recount some of the memories of the 11th year Durgapuja by Cyberabad Bengali Association (CBA)
and express my thanks and gratitude to all of you for making it happen.
Durgapuja is an occasion which truly unlocks the creative energies in the Bengalis, no matter which
part of the world they are in. That the puja is organized every year makes it all the more necessary to
stretch our creativity so that some elements of newness and surprise are introduced to set the last
puja apart from all the previous years’. We at CBA also have brought newness in the style of
decoration, food, cultural programmes and other festivities during the puja days. I would appreciate
your feedback in making things more diverse in the coming years.

Durgapuja symbolizes the victory of the good over the evil. We worship the goddess with piety and
seek to imbibe the strength and goodness that characterize Her. In the days of puja at CBA, we
performed pushpanjali and the rituals such as Baron, Sandhi Puja, Sandhya Aarati and Bisarjan to the
chants of Durga mantra as per schedule.
The Executive Members and volunteers have worked tirelessly for three months to organize the
event. Apart from the arrangements for puja, the celebration features food, cultural programmes,
etc. We organized Anandamela, and then the team in charge of food made elaborate arrangements
for lunch on puja days. Likewise did our teams for sports, literary and cultural activities. Activities
such as fun games, recitation, drawings and antakshari held the attention of people throughout the
days of puja. And as usual, the evenings from Shashthi till Navami were alight with music, dance and
drama, which were performed by in-house and hired artists. The tabla master Subhadra Kalyan and
singer Ananya Bhattacharjee (Khnada) flew in from Kolkata and regaled the audience on the
evenings of Saptami and Navami.
I would like to specially thank the sponsors, who have loosened their purse strings and contributed
generously to the CBA. Without their monetary support, such a grand celebration is not possible.
As you are aware, CBA’s calendar does not end with Durga puja. We performed Lakshmipuja a few
days later at the same venue. Exciting programmes are lined up throughout the year – picnic in
January, celebration of Bengali New Year in April and Taranga in July. I expect your active
participation in all the upcoming events.
Thank you and wish you in advance a happy and prosperous new year.

Dipak C Das

General Secretary’s Message
Dear Members and Patrons,
CBA is now in its eleven years of existence and I would like to take this opportunity to thank each one
of you for your support in helping us celebrate CBA events like Poila Boishakh, Taranga, Picnic, and of
course Durga Puja with family and friends in a spectacular way. If I thought that our 10th year Durga
Puja celebration was spectacular, I can proudly say that our 11th year Durga Puja celebration was
even better.
Some of you have spent weeks and months in helping us plan, strategize, and organize the event.
Anyone with whom I interacted including our Chief Guests have great words to say about our Grand
Pandal, Puja Mandap and the beautiful Durga Pratima which was made in the traditional Daaker Saaj
style. All the cultural events by our inhouse talents have reached another level and I can say that
they looked much more professional than our paid guest artists.
Personally for me, there were three standout experiences in this Durga Puja:
From Shasthi to Dashami, we underestimated the footfall during Bhog distribution but still we could
manage to serve all present. Our designated team along with the cook oversaw the queue and acted
quickly to increase the quantity. Thanks to all who patiently waited cooperating with the team. The
blessings that we got especially from the Senior citizens is the biggest prize the organizing team
could have wished for.
It was humbling to see a big crowd sitting and watching Sandhi Puja on Ashtami. Again the
designated team worked hard to cordon off the area to manage the big Ashtami rush.
We had a huge queue for Pratima Boron during Dashami but all the ladies cooperated with the set
guidelines and followed the instructions of the volunteers to make sure that things go smoothly.
From winning the Times of India Hyderabad, Best Durga Puja award 2013 (Recent Entrant Category)
to being awarded the Biswa Bangla Sharad Samman 2016 (Rest of India) from the Govt of West
Bengal is a testimony of our achievements being recognized across various platforms. This year we
bagged the Best Durga Puja award (Joint Winners) in the Sharod Samman competition organized by
Bengalis in Hyderabad (BiH).
The way all of you have supported us all through has been fabulous. It felt like all of you consider
CBA as your own family and please continue to do so. I welcome anyone who wants to join the
organizing committee and play a bigger role in managing the rest of the events in the year.
Once again thanks to everyone and wishing many more successful years of togetherness and
festivities. Have a good year ahead!
Subhro Mukherjee

Cultural Secretary’s Message
Dear Friends,

I am pleased and honored to serve as the Cultural Secretary of CBA for third time in the year 201819. All the activities that we have organised received a very warm response from the members and
other participants. I would like to thank our sponsors and all the CBA members & participants for
their encouragement and support to make Durga Puja 2018 and all the cultural events a grand
success.

This year we have organized our yearly cultural program TARANGA-2018 on 15th July 2018. The
cultural team organized series of cultural events for five consecutive days during Durga Puja 2018.
The event started with Anandamela where more than 22 members have displayed their cooking skill
with delicious food. Ladies groups, children groups of CBA displayed their theme based performance.
CBA’s in-house programs like “Mahisasur Mardinim,Siva Tandab &Devi Vandana Fashion show by
“kids and MOM”, orchestra, Symphony-The Musical Evening, Dance Drama “SAAP MOCHAN” ,Shruti
Natak and Orchestra by “Debanjan and Group” was a grand success. This year, for the first time, we
have organized a unique program “TABLA PERFORMANCE” by National level performer Subhadra

kalyan Rana, A grand Dandia event with DJ SHANK, a melodious performance by well-known singer
Ananya Bhattacharya (KHANDA) from Kolkata was organized.
Thanks to Joint Cultural secretary, and cultural team members, volunteers, Anchors , judges and
Women’s Wing for all their endeavor, support and relentless work.
Lastly I would like to mention about the competitive events that were held for the children, had a
whopping participants competing in different events over the 4 days of DURGA PUJA.
I would like to extend thanks to President, General Secretary, Treasurer ,EC members and advisors
for their guidance and timely suggestion at every step of organising events

On Behalf of the Committee I wish all our members a happy and prosperous New Year 2019.

Good Luck!!
Debabrata Bala

Treasurer’s Report
Dear Friends,
We are at our 11th year of existence and our Durgapuja celebration is no more another new
generation Puja, but an event for which whole Bengali community of Hyderabad looks for and talks
about. With a humble beginning in 2008, within eleven years CBA Puja has become one of the mosttalked-about Durgapuja in Hyderabad. Ever increasing crowd at our Puja Pandal, most popular face
book page & website – CBA has become the face of Hyderabadi Bengalis.
As we have grown, the requirement of a bigger venue for Durgapuja became imminent, and last year

onwards, we could get a new and bigger venue at Naran Gardens, Miyapur. The new venue is more
spacious and has helped in catering to bigger crowd during the Puja days.
Of course, the year started with Poila Boishakh in April and Taranga in July. After successfully
completing both the events, our team was determined to make this Puja celebration also a
memorable one for all our members, patrons and well-wishers in the second year at the new venue.
All these requirements increased our budget and at one point, it seems almost impossible to raise the
required fund. But, for our team, nothing is impossible and rising to the occasion, we could manage
the required funds and successfully conduct the events.

I am extremely thankful to all our EC members, general members, patrons and well-wishers who
have contributed generously to make the events a great success; else, it would not have been
possible for me as a Treasurer to meet both the ends.
Our last years, i.e. 2017-18 accounts are also completed and submitted for auditing. The auditing has
been completed and report is under preparation. We would like to submit to all, that our accounting
is fully transparent and our audited accounts report is available to all for verification.
I am extremely thankful to CBA for giving me a chance to serve as Treasurer for the consecutive 4rd
year and assure you that I have tried to maintain the accounts in a manner as much transparent and

clean as possible and will continue to do so.
Once again, thanking you all,

Kingsuk Kumar Roy
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Attaining the Lord by many Paths
A K Hom

( “Jato Mat, Tato Path”- in Bangla Language )
Synopsis : The subject heading may be closely related to Religious belief systems. While exploring for
this great philosophical concept and its impact, a run thru’ has been made across backdrop of the major
religions of the world. For writing this article, certain historical aspects of the religions, their evolution,
certain Texts, quotes from eminent personalities and also other related information have been referred.
They are also widely available in the public domain. They have been suitably indexed and duly
acknowledged at the end. While keeping all due and deepest respect to all the religions and to their
believers, may I also humbly submit that best efforts have been made to avoid anything in this article
which might hurt the religious sentiments in any manner and hence, slips if any are indeed totally
inadvertent.

“Attaining the Lord by many Paths”- A profound thought of
universal appeal and a philosophical concept for Universal
Religion. While it fully respects the philosophies of other
Religions and their belief systems, it also propounds that
enlightenment or God realisation can be achieved thru’ any
religious belief and that everybody can achieve the same goal.
Such thoughts of Cultural and religious pluralism has a long
history of evolution, originating from antiquity to current
trends.
Let us have some glimpses at the major religions globally, the backdrop of their evolutions and the
contemporary socio-political situations prevailing at that time. Number of these religions had
profound impact on very large populations of the world and hence continued to influence social and
political history of many countries and also over the centuries that followed. History also tells that
often the learning by the followers from certain core values of religious belief systems happened to
also become the driving force to shape the destiny of vast number of people and hence also for
many nations.
Early Religions of Greeks & Romans - Ancient Greek (beginning around 8th century BCE) theology
was polytheistic, i.e., based on the assumption that there were many Gods and Goddesses, as well as
supernatural beings of various types.
The Greeks had no unified, common sacred religious texts, often communicated thru’ practices or
values of religious traditions. There was no standardization of practices. Early Greeks had literate
societies, and their mythologies although initially shared orally, were written down in the forms
of epic poetry, such as Homar’s The Iliad [story of Greek struggle to rescue Helen, a Greek queen]
and The Odyssey [story of struggle of one of the Greek warriors, the hero Odysseus].
Whereas, the Romans looked for common ground between their major gods and those of the
Greeks, adapting Greek myths and iconography. Early Roman theology acknowledged that immortal
gods ruled all realms of the heavens and earth.

Zoroastrianism - It is one of the world's oldest monotheistic religions (i.e. a single creator God),
centred in a dualistic cosmology of “good and evil” and predicting the ultimate destruction of evil. It
was founded by the Prophet Zoroaster in ancient Iran, approximately 3500 years ago. Good
Thoughts, good Words, good Deeds are the basic tenets of the religion. Zoroastrians believe that
there is one universal, transcendent, supreme god, Ahura Mazda, or the "Wise Lord".
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Major features of Zoroastrianism, such as concept of “messiah” (a saviour or liberator of people),
judgment after death, heaven and hell and free-will etc. have influenced other religious systems,
including Second Temple Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. But Zoroastrianism was suppressed from
the 7th century onwards following the Muslim conquest of Persia of 633 CE–654 CE.
Judaism - Judaism, spanning more than 3,000 years is the religion of the Jewish people (current
homeland in Israel). It is monotheistic Abrahamic religion with the Torah as its foundational text.
Rabbinic Judaism, which holds that God revealed his laws and commandments to Moses on Mount
Sinai in the form of both the Written and Oral Torah. Judaism believes in one God, Yahweh, who is
concerned with the actions of mankind. Judaism also universally recognizes the religious
Biblical Covenant between God and the Patriarch Abraham (who lived approximately four
thousand years ago), as well as the additional aspects of the Covenant revealed to Moses, who is
considered Judaism's greatest prophet.
Islam and Judaism - Jewish and Arab peoples are descended from the two sons of Patriarch
Abraham, Isaac and Ishmael respectively1. While both these religions are monotheistic and share
many commonalities, they differ based on the fact that Jews do not consider either
Jesus or Muhammad to be the Prophets.
Christianity - Christianity is Trinitarian monotheism, i.e., God being in one being, but there exist
eternally three co-equal and co-eternal persons, namely the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
Christianity was born at a time of persecution and immorality and when followers of Christ were in
the minority in Nazareth area (Israel) during around 30 CE. The popular messages proclaiming the
exclusivity of Christ (as “Son of God”) and being the only way of salvation for all people belied the
authorities of local Roman Governor Judea, Pontius Pilate, and where any rebellions meant
Crucifixion. Jesus’s preaching though being widely popular also went against the belief systems of
high priests of the Jews. They did not accept Jesus as a messiah, who was yet to arrive as per Jewish
belief. They tried Jesus, found him guilty and was crucified (in Judea, now in Israel).
Jesus was a very kind and merciful person and taught his followers to love ones neighbour and to
forgive people who has sinned. The then socio-political backdrop with the prevailing conflict
situations appeared to have some obvious compelling impact on certain preachings of Jesus.

At places, it conveyed views that anything in oppositions to Christ and to others beliefs were not
quite welcome, and hence they seem contra to the themes or messages of universal appeal or
acceptance of views of other religions.
- Jesus tells His disciples to “go into the world and make disciples of all nations and to baptize them
in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit”- [Matthew 28:19 2]. (Mathew is one
of the several Apostles chosen by Jesus and they authored “Gospels” which tell about the Life and
teachings of Jesus.)
- “Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God: because many false
prophets are gone out into the world”,……Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the
flesh, is of God:…And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of
God”[ John 4.1, 4.2 & 4.3 2]
- Peter said, “I now realize how true it is that God does not show favouritism”….“but accepts from
every nation the one who fears him and does what is right.”-[ Acts of Apostles from Fifth Book of
New Testament - Acts 10:34–35 2].
- “To him all the prophets bear witness that everyone who believes in him receives forgiveness of
sins through his name.” [ Acts 10:43 2]
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Islam – Prophet Muhammad (570 CE to 630CE), the messenger of Allah was from the powerful Arab
tribe, Quraysh of the then Saudi Arabia. He was also descendant of Patriarch Abraham1. After
receiving revelations from Allah at the age of 40, he started preaching Islamic monotheistic (single
God) doctrine in the pre-Islamic backdrop of prolonged conflict situations between the perpetually
warring different Arab Tribes, who also had their own patron deities, total numbering around 360
and used to be kept inside Kabba (the most sacred shrine in Mecca). But believers of the then
Meccan traditional religion found Muhammad’s new teaching and also on speaking objectionably of
their Idols Aal-Lāt, Al-‘Uzzá and Manāt as especially offensive. Later, growing oppositions forced
Muhammad to leave Mecca (622CE) for Madina. After 10 years and several battles, he returned to
Mecca.
The Revelations received by Muhammad from Allah over a period of 23 years are written in the
Quran (having 114 Surah, i.e. Chapters and they are further divided in Ayal, i.e. verses).
Muhammad was kind, considerate, merciful, forgiving, and a peace loving person.
For protection of interests of the “non-believers” (i.e., mostly the Jews and Christians protected
under the Charter of Medina, 622CE), Muhammad said, “If anyone wrongs a person protected by
peace treaty, detracts from his rights, burdens him with more work than he is able to do, or takes
something from him without his consent, then I will plead for him on the Day of Resurrection.” 3
But the socio-political and reasonable conflict situations prevailing at that time and also probably on
the need felt for better convincing the “non-believers” (i.e., to the pre-islamic tribes in Mecca or the
Jews and Christians in Medina area etc.) regarding his views etc. appeared to have certain
compelling impact on some of his teachings.
At one place, he warned the non-believers, “…..Allah is witness between me and you. And this
Qur'an was revealed to me that, I may warn therewith you and whomsoever it may reach….
….Indeed, He is but One God…”[ Quran 6.19 4]
He even proposed Jizyah Tax upon the non-believers. It says, “Fight those who do not believe in
Allah…..,who do not consider unlawful what Allah and His Messenger have made unlawful and who
do not adopt the religion of truth… until they give the jizyah willingly…..”[Quran 9.29 4]
During his journey for last sermon (632 C.E) at Mount of Safa he declared, "There is no god but Allah,
He has no partner, all sovereignty and praise belong to Him…” and thereafter again on Mount Arafat
he said, “….O Allah! Forgive the believers [through what I have conveyed and commanded,] and let
Your Wrath descend upon those [who deny] and disbelieve…” 5
Buddhism – Buddhism was expounded by Siddhartha Gautama (563 BCE – 483 BCE) who lived during
a time of profound social changes occurring in India. The goal of Buddhism is to attain
enlightenment. The authority of Vedic religion and excesses of rituals etc. being imposed by the
priest class were being challenged by a number of new religious and philosophical views. Hence, the
simplistic ideas of Buddhism were being readily welcomed particularly by the downtrodden classes
of the Hindu society. At this juncture, after conversion to Buddhism, Emperor Ashoka contributed for
the wide spread expansions of Buddhism across India and beyond.
In the words of venerable Buddhist Monk Bhikkhu Bodhi6, “……..While remaining faithful to its own
most fundamental principles, a religion must be able to address the striking differences between its
own tenets and those of other creeds, doing so in a manner that is at once honest yet humble,
perspicacious yet unimposing……”, and “…..ethical guidelines of the Dhamma naturally tend to foster
an attitude of benign tolerance toward other religions and their followers..”6. (Dhamma –it is the
generalized norms of social behaviour and activities formed as a policy by Emperor Ashoka Maurya,
269 BCE).
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Sikhism- Started by Guru Nanak during 16th century CE, in the N-W parts of India. Sikhism was in
conflict with Mughal Empire, as their prominent Gurus were killed by Islamic rulers for refusing to
convert to Islam and for opposing the persecution of Sikhs and Hindus. Even in such prevailing sociopolitical strife situations, Sikhism propounded that different religions are just different ways towards
Waheguru (God of Sikhism) and there is only one God, but that this is the God of all religions. No
single religion can claim to be the only true way.
Vedic Religion/Hinduism – Vedic Religion, the earliest known structured religious system which
evolved and flourished locally in the North and North Western parts of India (Indus Valley, now
Pakistan). This is long before the great geological tectonic shift7 that occurred and after which the
legendary Saraswati River (mentioned several times in Vedas) ceased to be a perennial river
(scientific satellite studies dates it during 3000 BCE). This situation forced the entire civilisation to
abandon the location and disperse towards deeper into India and towards the fertile Ganges valley.
During gradual evolution of Vedas and subsequent philosophical treatises like Upanishads etc.,
thousands of verses were composed by different sages (Rishis) and it spanned over a period of
around 1500 years. Many verses in these literatures speak of profound thoughts of universal appeal,
summing up limitless open mindedness etc. History does not reveal existence of any other such
highly structured socio-spiritual systems and practices anywhere in the world, particularly when
these scriptures were being composed thousands of years back in regions of Indian subcontinent.
The Rishis had the foresight and wisdom that Ideas are like seeds for future action, they ideated
universal appeal welcoming all good thoughts in one fold and made prayers for happiness, health
and peace for one and all.
“Let noble thoughts come to me from all directions” – [ Rig Veda 1.89.1 ] 8
“One is my brother and the other is not – is the thinking of a narrow-minded person. For those who
are broad-minded, liberals, or noble people, “the entire world is a one big family” (“…..Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam”) – [ Maha Upanishad – 6.72 ] 8
“May all be prosperous and happy / May all be free from illness / May all see what is
spiritually uplifting / May no one suffer / Om peace, peace, peace”- [ Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
1.4.14 ] 8
In modern era and in the words of Sri Aurobindo, the great nationalist, mystic and Philosopher (1872
CE – 1950 CE), "Hinduism….,gave itself no name, because it set itself no sectarian limits;…..asserted
no sole infallible dogma, set up no single narrow path or gate of salvation; ….a continuously enlarging
tradition of the God ward endeavour of the human spirit….many staged provision for a spiritual selfbuilding and self-finding, it had some right to speak of itself by the only name it knew, the eternal
religion, Santana Dharma.."[ in book-Sri Aurobindo- India's Rebirth 9]
We also find in the words of Swami Vivekananda, “….The Christian is not to become a Hindu or a
Buddhist, nor a Hindu or a Buddhist to become a Christian. But each must assimilate the spirit of the
others and yet preserve his individuality and grow according to his own law of growth." [From the
Speech, at the World Parliament of Religions, Chicago on 27th September, 1893. 10]
But, for the understanding by the ignorant or by the most enlightened of the world about the spirit
of universal thoughts inherent in Hinduism was very lucidly summarised in the simplest terms by
none other than Sri Ramakrishna, the direct spiritual Guru of Swami Vivekananda. He said, “Jato
Mat, tato Path” (in Bangla language )-meaning,“Attaining the Lord by many Paths”
11(“Kathamrita”,Pg 65, para-2).
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Summarising- Continuing religious divergences by people across globe possibly can be understood
from following by Sri Aurobindo,“...Each religion has helped mankind. Paganism increased in man the
light of beauty….Christianity gave him some vision of divine love and charity; Buddhism has shown
him a noble way to be wiser, gentler, purer, Judaism and Islam, how to be religiously faithful in
action and zealously devoted to God; Hinduism has opened to him the largest and profoundest
spiritual possibilities. A great thing would be done if all these God-visions could embrace and cast
themselves into each other; but intellectual dogma and cult egoism stand in the way….” 12 . In the
current world ridden with strife due to people with different Religious standing, we also see certain
encouraging trends of vast unification of souls across the globe thru’ certain movements, in which
the inherent spirit of Spiritualism itself is making people to join by themselves in thousands for
participating in Bhajans & Kirtans. The Hare Krishna Movement globally is one such, initiated by the
International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON).
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Last but 3rd para - <http://intyoga.online.fr/tg.htm>
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Travelogue
Parmitha
An expedition with you - My experiences during a travel with him
The land’s aroma full of sweet fragrance,
Deliciously irresistible, hypnotized me to stay

The sight of you fleeing from end to end,
Brought me a clear view of the worldly goods underneath the moon;

Symphonic vibrations that I sense diluted my manipulations,
Auditory sense of my feathered friends

and dearest conifers pleased me;

Heavenly by sight ,soft and tender by a gnaw,
Flavoursome and pulpy within and I came to know what exactly tang was;
THEN.......
He fled with me into the darker woods,
Where,
Tiny cotyledons brushed my palm,
Our run was so fast that the splash of tiny mud droplets made me giggle ;
DISCOVERING A POWER OF TOUCH...
‘He promised me to show his next discovery unless he discovers one!’

The 10/90 Rule
Dhruba Saha
Have you heard of the 10/90 rule? Perhaps not or perhaps yes. We all know there are some events
that are in our control and some not. Say for example, in a crowded market place, someone

accidently bumps into us from behind. Someone bumping into us may not be in our control, but how
we react to the incident is definitely in our control. We may take it easy, excuse the person and let
things go. The matter is put to rest then and there. On the other hand, we may decide to confront
the person and have a fight with him or her and thus get to spoil our entire day. Our entire schedule
for the day goes haywire, just because we decided to react in a certain way. It is said that ten
percent of the events, concerning us, are not in our control. But, how we react to these ten percent
events that are not of our doing, decides how the rest ninety percent things will shape up. To
understand this 10/90 logic better, let us read how someone, say Mr Sen, reacted to a certain event

one fine morning or should we say not so fine morning. Here goes the story.

As usual, it was a busy morning for the Sen Family. Papa, mummy and Sumeet; everyone was in a
hurry to get ready and head for their respective task. Mr Sen was having his cup of tea, when all of a
sudden, Sumeet, their ten year old son rushed down the staircase of their duplex house and grabbed
hold of Mr Sen in a warm embrace. The elder Sen couldn’t keep his balance and the cup that was
brimming with tea tipped and its hot content landed on him, spoiling the dress. Mr Sen couldn’t keep
his cool and landed a terrible slap on his son. Sumeet was taken aback by the harsh treatment his

father meted him. To show his anguish, he made a mess of all the food that was placed on the
breakfast table. The boy spoiled his school uniform too. This time it was the turn of the lady of the
house to turn hysterical. Mrs Sen screamed at her son and then at her husband. It soon turned into a
full-fledged screaming contest, with each one blaming the other. Such was the chaos that it was
looking more like warzone than a drawing room of a residential house.

By the time good sense prevailed and things got normal, it was already too late. Son and father had
to change their clothes. Mrs Sen had to do the breakfast again. Sumeet’s school bus had already left

and Mr Sen’s car pool too did not wait. Mrs Sen had to hire a cab, rather than the bus she usually
took for her office. Left with no alternative, Mr Sen took out his bike and first dropped Sumeet at his
school. Mr Sen was already late for his office. Therefore, to make up for the last time, he sped the
bike at high speed. All of a sudden, while managing a turn, another bike came from nowhere and
crashed with his vehicle.

The 10/90 Rule
Dhruba Saha
It was hours later that Mr Sen could regain his consciousness. Bandaged from head to toe and in
acute pain, he found himself lying on a hospital bed. Sumeet and Mrs Sen were beside his hospital
bed. Hearing about the accident, Sumeet’s dadaji also came to visit them in the hospital. Mrs Sen
narrated the entire incident to her father-in-law. Meanwhile, Mr Sen laid the entire blame on
Sumeet and the cup of tea for landing him in such a soup. Hearing his son, the eldest Sen had a
hearty laugh. “A cup of tea you say was responsible? And you are also blaming Sumeet for all that
happened?” Dadaji spoke excitedly. He was all too eager to explain things at the earliest.

“Listen son,” dadaji continued, “It seems, none of you have heard about the 10/90 rule”. “10/90
rule? What is that dadaji wants to explain,” wondered Sumeet. Dadaji went ahead with his
explanation, “See son, ten percent of all the events that happen to us, are not in our control.
However, ninety percent of the things are in directly in our hands. The spilling of tea was definitely
not in your control. But the subsequent events; slapping of Sumeet, the mess on the breakfast table,
the chaos and the accident that finally landed you in this hospital were all your doing. Had you
reacted differently at the first instance, when the hot tea had landed on your shirt, things could have

gone a lot better.

Instead of hitting Sumeet, if you could have excused him, asked him to be more careful the next
time and immediately changed over to fresh clothes, nothing would have gone wrong. Sumeet
would not have messed with the breakfast and his mother would not have reacted the way she did.
Sumeet would not have missed his school bus, Sumeet’s mom her own bus and you your car pool.
Everything would have been on time and no accident would have taken place. You would have been
at home by this time and enjoying tea with your family. Just one wrong reaction spoiled everything

and in turn your entire day”
Everyone, especially Mr Sen, was dumbstruck by dadaji’s reasoning. It never occurred to him that
something called, 10/90 rule, could be so effective in dealing with our day to day problems. If
applied effectively, it could easily lessen our troubles by a great measure. Having realized his error, it
was now Mr Sen’s turn to comfort his son, with whom he had behaved so nastily during the morning.
His eyes turned wet, as he comforted his son and asked forgiveness for his ill behaviour. Sumeet’s
eyes too moistened, in fact everyone’s, including Mrs Sen, who too realized her error in aggravating
the matter with her screams. As he comforted his father, Sumeet said to him, “Papa, next time you
feel like beating the blue out of me, remember the 10/90 rule and you won’t land up in a hospital.
Mummy, the same goes with you too”. This time everyone had a hearty laugh at Mr Sen’s
expense.
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Shop No: 7C, 7D, Divya Sai Chambers,
Beside HDFC Bank,Chandanagar
Hyderabad, Telangana 500050
Phone: 092462 00659

With Best Compliments from

Plot NO-53, Green Avenue, Nizampet,
Kukatpally, Hyderabad, Telangana 500072
Phone: 098490 29414

Durga Puja Wishes
from

Siddhardha Constructions Pvt. Ltd.
Swapna Constructions (JV)

12-13-1085/59, Road No. 11,
Sai Nagar Colony, Tharnaka
Secuderabad
040-40061588

Durga Puja Wishes From

SS Infra
Lead the Future
House No 1-110/A/48
Ground Floor, Near RTA Office
Gopal Reddy Nagar, Kondapur
Hyderabad-48
9391355827, 9949300523

DURGA PUJA 2018 – FERVOR OF FAITHFUL

DURGA PUJA 2018 - ANANDAMELA

DURGA PUJA 2018 - SASTHI

DURGA PUJA 2018 – SAPTAMI

DURGA PUJA 2018 – ASHTAMI

DURGA PUJA 2018 – NABAMI

DURGA PUJA 2018 – DASHAMI

DURGA PUJA 2018 – YOUNG TALENT

DURGA PUJA 2018 – CHILDREN RECITATION

DURGA PUJA 2018 – DANDIYA NIGHT

DURGA PUJA 2018 – COLLECTIONS

2018

Bhog Rice & Sugar Sponsored by

SRI SUBRATA JOARDER
& FAMILY
SURAJIT ROADLINES
BAHADURPALLY

Vastra Samagri Sponsored by

RISHIMA SENGUPTA

Sandhi Puja Sponsored by

DEBABRATA
HAIMANTI
&
ANANYA BALA

Sandhi Puja Sponsored by

TIRTHANKAR
JAYEETA
&
DEBANJAN

Sandhi Puja Sponsored by

SIRSHA HALDAR
&
FAMILY

Sandhi Puja Sponsored by

SAMRIDDHI SAHA

Sandhi Puja Sponsored by

MAINAK DAS
& FAMILY

Sandhi Puja Sponsored by

SUBHRO, RANJITA
&
ARNAB MUKHERJEE

শারদীয়ার শুনভচ্ছা

শারদীয়া িাাংলা
িই উৎসি
পবিম িঙ্গ
প্রোশে সভা
েলোতা

Sanjay : +91-9611147374
Raghu : +91-9959545449

With Best Wishes from

OM VISWASAI
METAL & ENGG WORKS
Attili Bhanu Prasad
Cell No. 9849261721

Plot No. 38, Door 25-36/13,
Mallikarjuna Nagar,
R.C. Puram, Hyd – 32 (A.P)

Durga Puja wishes from

SHIVA ENTERPRISES
(Mechanical and Electrical)
Prop KCS Prasad
Specialist: Erection and Heavy Equipment,
Industrial Pipeline and all types of
fabrication work and electricals
shivakcsp@gmail.com
CELL NO. 9394036541, 040-23906452

Durga Puja wishes from

SAGAR METAL SURGICAL PRODUCTS
Civil Contractor BHEL

Prop Sai Baba
Cell No. 92465 88993

Durga Puja wishes from

TRIPURA
CONSTRUCTIONS
Mr. Subba Rao, MD
9000001594

Durga Puja wishes from

Vijayanth Engineers & Profiles Ltd.
ISO 9001 Company
RC Puram, Hyd-32
Prop M Venugopal
9849749558
Mfg. of Steel & Gas turbine Blades, Guide Wheels,
Turbine spares and precision components with VMC

Durga Puja wishes from

GANESH PRESS TOOLS
CELL NO. 9441025893, 8500110018
Plot No. 5, B-1, Phase-1, IDA,
Patancheru, Medak Dist, Telangana

Durga Puja wishes from

SRI SAI FABRICATORS & ENGG WORKS
Undertaken all Kinds of Fabrication works

V. Srinivasa Rao
Cell No. 9346910350
Proprietor 9542917571
# B13/3, BHEL, Ancillary Industrial Estates,
Ashok Nagar, R.C. Puram, Hyderabad – 32

Durga Puja wishes from

SRI LAXMI SAI
APPLE MOBILE
Sales and Service

Near RC Puram Bus stop

Prop Siddhi Ramulu
7013444159, 91608544161

Durga Puja wishes from

KOLKATA ROLL

Durga Puja wishes from

KOLKATA
FOOD PLAZA

Durga Puja wishes from

BHURI BHOJ

Durga Puja wishes from

MANVITA
COLLECTIONS

Nabami Bhog sponsored by

Sanjoyan Mustafi
& Manjima De

Astami Bhog sponsored by

TANYA & KAPIL

Laxmi Puja Fruits & Flowers
Sponsored by

SHOVAN SAHA & FAMILY

Navami Bhog Sponsored by

DEBOJYOTI ROYCHOWDHURY
DEBADEEP KAR

Navami Bhog Sponsored by

AAHAHA PODDAR

Navami Bhog Sponsored by

SAI BOOK HOUSE
4-31, Serilingampally,
Hyderabad - 19.
PH: 040-23033113

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

RAJKUMAR NANDI

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

B N MAJUMDAR

Saptami Bhog Sponsored by

In Memory of
Late Sri DILIP MUKHERJI

Saptami Bhog Sponsored by

DEEPNARAYAN SAHA

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

PRABIR RANJAN PAUL
SWATI PAUL
ADWITIYA PAUL

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

SUSMITA & PROBAL
BARDHAN

Navami Bhog Sponsored by

TANWEER JAN & FAMILY

Navami Bhog Sponsored by

GANESH PROVISION STORE,
MADINAGUDA

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

ARNAB SENGUPTA
SANGHAMITRA SENGUPTA
ALAPAN SENGUPTA
Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

RAJKUMAR CHATTERJEE
RUMPA CHATTERJEE
RAJRUP CHATTERJEE

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

SIDHARTHA MUKHERJEE
& FAMILY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

KINGSHUK & SOMA ROY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

DISHAN & DARSHINI
CHATTERJEE

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

SEEMA SAHA

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

LOPAMUDRA, PROBAL,
AHANA & ABHIRUP GHOSH

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

ANINDYA GHOSH
& FAMILY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

TISHA & TITHI TRIPATHI

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

RATAN DAS & FAMILY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

ANINDYA MITRA
& FAMILY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

SABYASACHI SENGUPTA
& FAMILY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

TRINABH SARKAR

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

ASIT KUMAR BOSE

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

S N GUHA & FAMILY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

BISWAJIT, SURABHI,
AARCHI & ABIR

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

NABARUN KANTI
MAZUMDAR & FAMILY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

SUBHAJIT SAHA & FAMILY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

ANUJYOTI DATTA
& FAMILY

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

RAMEN, MOULISHREE,
SAYAN & AHAN MITRA

Navami Bhog Sponsored by

SAVITA, SHARMISHTA,
SUBRAYA, SANJIV SHENOY

Navami Bhog Sponsored by

GUNJAN BARUA

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

SHAURYANEIL MUKHERJEE

Ashtami Bhog Sponsored by

SATYENDRA PANDEY

Saptami Bhog Sponsored by

SATYENDRA &
RUPA SAXENA

Saptami Bhog Sponsored by

S K PAL & FAMILY

Saptami Bhog Sponsored by

TRIOMECH HEAVY ENGINEERING
APIIC, Minim Industrial Estate, Hyderabad-50

Saptami Bhog Sponsored by

QUALITY ENGINEERS
Prop K Venkateshwar Rao
9849007241
Mfg of Power House Spares
Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72

Saptami Bhog Sponsored by

সর্ব স
ে ন্তু সুখীনঃ,
সর্ব স
ে ন্তু ননরাময়ঃ
- ঊনমকা ও উনব ে

Saptami Bhog Sponsored by

IRA ROY &
Smt. AMMINI MENON

Navami Bhog Sponsored by

FOCUS DENTAL CARE

Navami Bhog Sponsored by

ABHIJIT BHATTACHARYA

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

SHREYASHI
MAJUMDAR

SURABHI
LAHIRI

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

Kaushik &
Anupama
Bhattacharya

Mr. SUBHANKAR &
Mrs. SURUPA DUTTA

Navami Flowers
Sponsored by

Navami Flowers
Sponsored by

Manish Dutta
& Family

Binata Kundu,
Dipankar Kundu
Padmakshi Kundu,
Shubhankar Kundu

Ashtami Flowers
Sponsored by

Sandhi Puja Flowers
Sponsored by

Satarupa Kar
& Family

Ayan Dutta
Manjushree Dutta

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

SUMANTRA
CHANDA &FAMILY

RAMAKRISHNA
ENGINEERING

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

VENKATESWARL
U GOLLA

SOUBHIK &
NABANITA
BHATTACHARYA

Ashtami Flowers
Sponsored by

Ashtami Flowers
Sponsored by

SUBRATA RAY

PRASENJIT NAYAK
ANNESHA NAYAK
PARNASHA NAYAK

Ashtami Flowers
Sponsored by

Ashtami Flowers
Sponsored by

MITHU KAYAL
& FAMILY

SAMIRAN SARKAR
KEKA SARKAR
SAMPRIKTA SARKAR

Ashtami Flowers
Sponsored by

Ashtami Flowers
Sponsored by

SAMRAT
DEBJANI
& SRISTI
PRAMANIK

SHUDDHASATTWA
& SUCHISMITA
DAS

Ashtami Flowers
Sponsored by

Ashtami Flowers
Sponsored by

PRONIL
SENGUPTA
& FAMILY

SHANTANU
LAHIRI
& FAMILY

Navami Flowers
Sponsored by

Navami Flowers
Sponsored by

EFFORTS

SABYASACHI
CHAKRABORTY

Navami Flowers
Sponsored by

Navami Flowers
Sponsored by

ANWESHA
&
INDRAJEET
CHATERJEE

PRADYOT
CHATTERJEE
& FAMILY

Puja Flowers /Sweets
Sponsored by

NIRBHAY
&
PANCHAM

Puja Flowers /Sweets
Sponsored by

R K SARKAR

Puja Flowers /Sweets
Sponsored by

Puja Flowers /Sweets
Sponsored by

SAI BOOK
CENTRE

V SRILAKSHMI

Pt. Chandan
Bhattacharya
For All Puja Rituals
like Marriage,
Annaprashan,
Grihapravesh etc.

9849471632
9700976783

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

Saptami Flowers
Sponsored by

JOYDEEP
&
SRITAMA
KANJILAL

SAMIRAN DAS
& FAMILY

Pohela Baisakh 2018

Picnic 2018
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